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Aquatherm
A soft and warm nest for the little patient
to make him feel like in the maternal womb...
When the baby is born, also the premature one, it requires

easily positionable:

different treatments destined to facilitate the growth

The Control Unit is equipped with feet that make it

phase and especially to avoid trauma that could affect the

stable on any flat surface as well as a support to place it

physical state of the baby.

on vertical surfaces.

At this stage it is very helpful to use “Aquatherm” because

The Mattress can be placed on a bench care (baby

it provides an additional beneficial source of heat to the

changing table) as well as inside an incubator or wherever

little patient.

you need a heated flat surface.

In addition, the Baby Bundle, flexible and easily shapable,

The “Aquatherm” system, by virtue of its property to store

is a gentle and effective aid to the newborn to find his

heat, can be used with the baby crib “Nido” during the

natural position.

transport between different wards within the hospital.

The “Aquatherm” system is portable, lightweight and

Control Unit

Heating mattress

Unit that proportionally servo-controls the
rate of heat supplied to the mattress in
order to reach and maintain the
temperature set by the operator.
It is provided with controls and alarms to
ensure at the same time easiness of use
and maximum reliability of the system.

The mattress is the result of a new
technology “Aquagel”, that offers all the
advantages of a soft and impressed
surface around the newborn. It is effective
in minimizing the vibration and heat loss
towards the surface and able to store the
heat even when the control unit is not
powered or in case of internal transport
between wards.

Nido
The baby crib “Nido” has been studied especially for the
comfort and the safety of the newborn and to offer the
most practical and functional solution to the health
operator. The trolley carrying the baby crib has a solid and
safe structure and is made of epoxy painted steel. The
baby crib “Nido” has been designed to allow the mother
to stay near his child allowing her to remain comfortably
relaxed in bed.
The rounded shape of the hood aims to guarantee the
safety of the newborn and of the nurse while its
non-toxic material grants an easy cleaning.
The exclusive cover system guarantees an advanced
comfort and the best protection also during transports
within the hospital. The standard “Nido” includes a
trolley equipped with four castors (two of which are with
brakes), a mattress made of fire retardant material and a
plastic bassinet that can be disinfected. More than a baby
crib, “Nido” has been created to be a real neonatal care
system, offering a wide range of accessories.
The bassinet can be placed in Trendelemburg and Fowler
position in the simplest way while the handles of the baby
crib hood blocking system, positioned at the baby crib’s
sides, allow a free and complete rotation of the hood
permitting a complete access to the newborn.
The structure in transparent plastic material also allows
the newborn to receive phototherapy treatment without
the need of being moved.
The complete freedom of movement is granted by the
innovative handle in the frontal position that allows the
observation of the patient during transports.

Nido
Accessories

Baby crib hood (P/N 11603A70)

Baby Bundle: a soft and flexible
aid, which can be mounted around
the baby to help him
finding
his natural position
(P/N 10828A70) (100x8cm)
(P/N 10829A70) (80x5cm))

Drawers (P/N 11899A70)

Basket (P/N 11895A70)

ID Label Holder “Baby Flag” 12
pcs/set (P/N 11987A70)

Screen for Nido (P/N 12455A70)

Nido & Aquatherm
Aquatherm
Technical Specifications
Power Supply

230 Vac, 50-60Hz

Maximum Power

140 VA

Safety Class

IB

Total weight

4.2 Kg

Dimensions
Control Unit

19 x 15 x 19 cm

Heating Mattress

35 x 61 x 3 cm

Nido
Technical Specifications
Tilting (Trendelemburg and Fowler)

+/- 12°

Max. Load

10 Kg

Dimensions

80 x 50 x 92 cm

WEIGHT
trolley + cradle

12 kg

hood

3 kg

Castors:

4

Diameter:

8 cm

Number of breaks:

2

ISO 9001: 2008
ISO 13485:2012
The specifications in this catalogue are indicative. The company GINEVRI srl
reserves the right to make changes, without further notice, to the products
described within this catalogue in order to improve reliability, function or design.
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